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Abstract- Mining Opinion Word-target pairs from extensive number of online reviews is imperative in opinion mining. It 

is also imperative to recognize Opinion Relations among Opinion targets and Opinion words. This system identifies 

Opinion relation by generating alignments with the help of Word Alignment Model.  Graph is constructed after 

calculating Opinion association among words. Opinion word-target pairs are extracted with higher confidence.  This 

system achieves better accuracy compared to previous unsupervised word alignment model method.   Ultimate task is to 

generate summary. 

 

Index Terms – Word alignment model, opinion target, Opinion word 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Due to growth numbers of customers have taken interest in online shopping. Today, various products are sold on web, there is 

extensive number of reviews about that various products, are coming on the internet.  This makes ambitious to find out accurate 

choice even to buy a product or not.  To read all reviews for peculiar product is effortful task because there are many reviews for 

prominent products. There is a commitment of conclusive on which aspect or feature of product, reviewers asserts their reviews 

and which words reviewers are make the most of to give their opinions on peculiar aspect or feature of product. 

In opinion mining, it is imperative to mine opinion targets and opinion words. Opinion targets are objects, features or aspects of 

product on which customers have   committed their opinions.  Opinion targets are nouns, noun phrases.  Customer put to use the 

words to point their opinions are treated as an opinion words.   

There are distinct techniques on exposure of both opinion target list and opinion word lexicon [1]. In case of superior opinion       

mining, Word Alignment Model (WAM) is used. The Word Alignment Model technique is used with partially supervised way to 

find the opinion targets and opinion words. Among Sentences there is relation in the midst of words, called as opinion relations, 

there are assortment of ways [1] [2] until now used to acquirement opinion relations but these ways have some inhibitions. 

To knock over the limitation of prior ways, system introduces a way based upon alignment model approach [1]. To mine  

Opinion relations among words, System put forwards WAM is used to mine opinion among words; it is more robust and valuable 

method.  Word alignment model in unsupervised way gives displeasing quality of alignments. To improve alignment quality, 

partially supervised approach is used. Word alignment model considers two constraints as noun, noun phrases may align with 

adjectives. Other words such as adverbs, conjunctions, prepositions may align with themselves. 

The outcome of word alignment model is a set of word pairs which are made of noun and adjectives. The set of word target pairs 

give the opinion relation between the Opinion targets and opinion words. By perceiving the alignment probability between 

opinion words and opinion targets as opinion association between opinion target and opinion word. Construction of Co-ranking 

graph is completed after finding opinion relation and opinion association among opinion target and opinion word. 

Prior knowledge is a considerable constituent in perceiving Confidence of candidate as opinion target or Opinion Word. 

Candidate with higher confidence are extracted as Opinion target or Opinion word. To make minimum possibility of random walk 

running into unrelated regions on graph [1], then make a penalty on to high degree vertices. Opinion target-word pairs are is 

accumulated determinately. From the list of opinion targets, there is requirement of creation of extractive target summary which is 

valuable for buyer to take a decision to buy product or not. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Hu and Liu [2] used nearest-neighbor rules to recognize opinion relations among words. The input, to the system first 

downloads all the reviews. The system performs the summarization includes steps which are feature extraction and opinion 

orientation identification.  A product name and an entry page are input to system for all the reviews of the product. Summary of the 

reviews is output. The feature extraction function, first extracts features that a number of people have expressed their opinions on in 

their reviews, and then finds those infrequent ones. Generated features and Opinions of the feature summarize into 2 categories: 

positive and negative taken by opinion orientation identification function. Then use association rule mining to find all frequent item 

sets. The association rule miner then run, CBA, Apriori algorithm is used. Co-occurrence information or nearest-neighbor rules 

used to recognize opinion relations among words could not obtain accurate results.  How to detect out the product features which 

are that people commonly talk about is an vital step. This system aspiration to detect what people like and dislike about a given 

product. 
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 Double propagation [3]: 

 For extract opinion words and targets [3] iteratively using known and extracted opinion words and targets which through the 

recognizing the syntactic relations are obtained. This system gives concentration on two important tasks in opinion mining, 

namely, opinion lexicon expansion and target extraction. To extract opinion words and targets iteratively given only propagation 

way is used for seed opinion lexicon of small size. The extraction is performed using recognized relations between opinion words 

and targets. The relations are characterized syntactically based on the dependency grammar.  This is also proposing methods for 

new opinion word polarity assignment and noisy target pruning. Information propagates back and forth between opinion words 

and targets in this approach. This is double propagation. 

 

Zhang method [4]: 

The method [4] which is extension of double propagation negotiation with the problems of the advanced double propagation 

method for feature extraction. It first considers part-whole and “no” patterns so that recall is increased. It then ranks the extracted 

feature candidates by feature importance, which is determined by two factors: feature relevance and feature frequency. The Web 

page ranking algorithm HITS was assigning to compute feature relevance. Double propagation considers that features are 

nouns/noun phrases and opinion words are adjectives. This propagation or bootstrapping process ends when no more opinion 

words or features can be found. The benefits of the method are that it needs no additional resources except an initial seed opinion 

lexicon.   

 

Opinion target extraction using word translation model. [5]: 

In Opinion Target Extraction [5] Using Word-Based Translation model Considers opinion target extraction is composed of the 

Mining associations between opinion targets and opinion words. Actual method assumes opinion targets and opinion words 

respectively to be nouns/noun phrases and adjectives. The word-based translation model is to perform monolingual word 

alignment. Compared with previous adjacent methods and syntax-based Methods, by using WTM, this method can capture 

Opinion relations more precisely and therefore be more effective for opinion target extraction, for large informal Web corpora. 

Prior knowledge of opinion words is not consulted in actual method. They used a fully unsupervised WAM to capture opinion 

relations in sentences. Opinion targets were extracted in a random walk framework.  

 

III. PROPOSED SYTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

 

 
Fig.1 System Architecture 
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In this proposed system, all aggregated reviews are of distinct products, given as input to the system. Sentences are extracted from 

all reviews. Then part of speech tagger(Stanford POS Tagger) is used for exposing all nouns and adjectives in sentences. All 

nouns in sentences are considered as potential opinion targets, and adjectives as opinion words. Then potential opinion word-

target pairs are collected. Then word alignment model is applied.  Prior knowledge is used to remove noisy word-target pairsAfter 

construction of graph; random walk algorithm is applied to extract ultimate word-target pairs. 

 

 S= {w1, w2 …wn}    

Sentence with n words, as in “Eq.1”. The outcome of word alignment model is set of word-target pairs. These words -target pairs 

recognize as opinion relation between opinion target and words. “Eq.2”.  is used to estimate alignment probabilities between an 

opinion target wt and a opinion word wo. 

                               P (wt|wo) = Count (wt, wo)/Count (wo) 

 

Construct a bipartite graph, which is composed of vertices and edges. In this graph vertices are opinion targets and opinion words. 

Opinion relation within opinion targets and opinion words is represented by using edges. Opinion association among words is 

represented by using weight on graph. 

 

For opinion target summarization, the targets and opinion words are extracted. Opinion targets and Opinion words are constituent 

of summary. This created summary plays a prerequisite role in determination, whether to purchase a product or not. The summary 

for wagnoR car is as follows, in which Exterior, pickup is opinion targets and spacious, amazing, good are opinion words. 

“FOR wagnoR people comment on exterior and pickup, they says exterior is spacious and good 

                        And pickup is amazing.” 

 

 IV. RESULT 

We have collected dataset to evaluate our system’s way. Dataset accommodates reviews in English language about Product as car 

models. We tested performance of this system on the various car models reviews. Precision and Recall are used as evaluation 

metrics. 

Precision = No. of correct word target pairs/No. of Retrieved Pairs 

                                                    Recall =No. of Retrieved word target pairs/No. of pairs 

 

In Figure 2, we have shown the output statistics such as Precision and Recall value on collected reviews. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Precision and Recall 

 

V. CONCLUSION  

There are distinct techniques for extraction of opinion targets and opinion words. A way for extractive summary generation from 

opinion targets and opinion words based on method of partial supervision. This technique has attention on determining opinion 

relations between opinion targets and opinion words. This method captures opinion relations more accurately from all previous 

methods. 
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